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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA
AT DARWIN
595 of 1988		BETWEEN: PAPS PTY LTD
Plaintiff
and
JENNINGS CONSTRUCTIONS LTD
Defendant MASTER LEFEVRE: REASONS FOR DECISION
(Delivered: 7 November 1991).
I am asked to order that the plaintiff provide better answers to the defendant's request for further and better particulars of the plaintiff's statement of claim.
Annexed to the affidavit of George Michael Roussos (Roussos), sworn 2 October 1990 and on which the applicant defendant relies, is a copy of the original request for particulars. In addition to that affidavit, the applicant defendant relies on a further affidavit of Roussos sworn 16 September 1991. In  answer, the  plaintiff has filed and relies on the affidavit of Paps Sticca (Sticca) sworn 19 September 1991.

The statement of claim which is endorsed on the writ issued on 10 August 1988 pleads breaches by the defendant under a building contract between the parties and claims from the defendant:
11 (a) $147,630.88 for materials supplied and work done;

11(b) Damages for breach of contract for failure by the defendant to pay to the plaintiff amounts due and payable in accordance with the contract;

11(c) Damages for breach of contract the	defendant's	termination termination of the contract;
 arising out of or	purported
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"(d) Damages for breach of contract arising out of the defendant's retention of monies in excess of amounts allowable under the contract and failure by the defendant to account to the plaintiff for the said monies or any interest thereon;

11(e) Interest pursuant to section 84 of the Supreme Court Act; and
"(f) costs."


The plaintiff alleges in paragraph 24 of its statement of claim that the defendant wrongfully terminated the contract and claims in paragraph 26 that, as a result, it has suffered loss and damage. In paragraph 27, the plaintiff provides particulars of that loss and damage, stating, inter alia, that it has -
"(1) Incurred interest on overdraft facilities in order to pay for materials and other costs associated with the contract;

"(2) Incurred debts in the purchase of materials on credit to be used for this contract;

"(3) Incurred expenses for employees and equipment used in connection with the contract, which expenses have been paid by the plaintiff;
"(4) Suffered damage to its credit rating;

11(5) Suffered substantial liquidity problems which have effected (sic) and continue to effect (sic) the plaintiff's financial viability;
"(6) Lost the benefit of the profit it would have made from the remainder of the contract.

In paragraph 29 of the statement of claim, the plaintiff pleads further that the defendant was in breach of the contract by allowing other workers not employed by the plaintiff "to work on materials and/or sites which formed part of the contract, ... without the express or implied consent of the plaintiff." As a result of this alleged breach the plaintiff claims the defendant has "forfeited any right to retain monies under the contract" and that


2.
"the plaintiff is unable to guarantee any such work to the defendant".

Of the answers which the defendant received to its request those that are the subject of this application are those to paragraphs 10 to 15 (inclusive) and to paragraph 17 (b), (c) and (d) of that request. The particulars sought in the first-mentioned paragraphs concern paragraph 27 of the statement of Claim and are as follows:
11 10. In	relation	to	the (paragraph	27	(1)		of		the specify:-
 overdraft
statement
 facilities
of	claim)

	how many overdraft facilities are there;
	the dates over which the interest was incurred on each overdraft facility and at which applicable rate of interest;


	what amount of interest has been incurred on each overdraft facility;


	at which financial institutions are overdraft facilities maintained;


	in respect of each overdraft facility the amount of the facility;


	the items to be purchased with the use of the overdraft facility, their use, and whether or not the plaintiff remains in possession of any of those items; and
	the other costs associated with the contract.


1111. specify	in	respect	of	the	debts	allegedly incurred	(paragraph 27(2) of the statement of claim):-
	what debts were incurred and the amount of each debt;
	when each debt was incurred;


	whether or not each debt incurred interest, if so the amount of interest incurred on each debt, and at what rate is interest being incurred on each debt;



1.
	whether	or	not	any	of	the	debts	have satisfied, or partially satisfied	if so ones and for what amount; and

 been which

	the persons, companies, financial institutions or other organisations to which each debt is owed and the respective amounts of indebtedness.


1112. Specify in respect of the incurred	(paragraph	27	(3) claim):-
 expenses allegedly
of	the	statement	of

(a)
(b)

(C)

(d)

(e)
	

 each expense incurred;
the amount of each expense; what each expense was for;
the date each expense was incurred; where each expense was incurred;
to what person, company or financial institution were the payments constituting each expense made; and

	

 if	any	expense	has	resulted	in	a indebtedness	owed		by	the	plaintiff
 current then	the
particulars requested by paragraph 12 are to be
supplied	in	relation	to	each	current indebtedness.
"13. specify in relation to the alleged damage to the plaintiff's credit rating (paragraph 27 (4) of the statement of claim) -
	what the plaintiff's credit rating was prior to the defendant's conduct;


	how	and	by	who	was determined;

 that	credit	rating

	the current credit rating of the plaintiff;
	how and by whom was the current credit rating determined;


	how	was	the	damage	suffered	to	the	credit rating;
	the damage suffered to the credit rating; and
	the loss allegedly suffered by the plaintiff.
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11 14. Specify in respect of the liquidity problems (paragraph statement of claim):
 alleged	substantial
27	(5)	of	the

	the substantial	liquidity problems suffered	by the plaintiff;


	the	alleged	effect	it	is	(sic)	had	on	the plaintiff's financial viability;


(C)		the	date problems plaintiff;
 on	which	the was		first
 substantial experienced
 liquidity by	the

(d)	the loss that has allegedly	been suffered	by the plaintiff.

"15. Specify in respect of he of profit (paragraph 27 (6) claim):-
 alleged lost benefit of the statement of

	the profit that the plaintiff would have made on the remainder of the contract;
	the benefit said to be lost;


	the activities from which use of the profit said to have been lost would have given rise to the benefit for which a claim is made; and


	the loss that has been allegedly suffered by the plaintiff."



The plaintiff answered these requests as follows: "These are not proper requests for particulars as they require the Plaintiff to disclose its evidence, they do not  assist to clarify the issues in this action and they are directed to the Plaintiff's general damages."

In	paragraph	17	of	the	request defendant	sought		particulars	of
 for	particulars, paragraph	29	of
 the the
statement of claim.	The relevant parts of the request
for particulars reads as follows:
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"17. In respect of each breach alleged, specify:-
	the dates on which the defendant allegedly employed, allowed or permitted other workers not employed by the plaintiff to work on material or sites forming part of the contract;
	on what materials or sites did the defendant allow workers not employed by the plaintiff to work and on what dates in respect of each occasion did this occur; and
	the loss allegedly suffered by the plaintiff."



The reply received to that request with which the application is concerned are to paragraphs (b), (c) and
	and reads "These are not proper requests for particulars for the reasons given in 10-15 above." - the same answer as given to paragraphs 10 to 15 of the request for particulars.


By letter dated 18 October 1990, the defendant's
solicitors follows:
 informed	the	plaintiff's	solicitors	as
"We ••• disagree with your responses to questions 10 to 15 and 17 of the request.
"Dealing firstly with the answers given to paragraphs (b), (c) and (d) to question 17 your response can only be applicable to paragraph (d) of the request.  The other requests found in paragraphs 17(b) and 17(c) are not directed to damage but to material facts the existence of which you must prove in order to recover. Those requests have not been addressed by your response.
"In relation	to questions		10 to 15 and	17(d) with respect	you fail	to appreciate	the	distinction		between general damages and special damages. The allegations of which our client seeks	particulars	have		not	been pleaded as general damages and indeed cannot be pleaded as general damages.
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What you have done is plead them as specific heads of  damage  and  doing that  brings  with  it   an  obligation that the pleading must be fully particularised,
"Therefore we repeat the request."

The  defendant's   application   is	made in	pursuance of rule
	(1), which reads:



"The Court may order a party to serve on	another		party		particulars			or further	and better	particulars		of		a fact   or matter  stated		in the party• s pleading   or   in an affidavit	filed on his		behalf	ordered		to	stand	as		a pleading."


The	defendant,		as		its		solicitors	have		said		in	their letter above-quoted,		asserts   that   the claims  in		relation to	which		the		particulars			are sought			cannot	be properly described			as	claims		for			general	damages.				It			accepts that particulars of general damages will not as a rule be ordered,	but says	that	these claims		are	unusual.			The defendant,			its			counsel says,	has difficulty "in grasping what those . . . a1legations amount to." As such they "require elucidation in order that  the defendant  is  able to consider its evidence for the  purpose  of  any  hearing that might result, and also  for  the  purposes  of considering its liability",

The approach that the Rules take as  to  what  particulars are relevant in pleadings, the defendant says, are as formulated by rule 13.07, namely to avoid an element of surprise. That rule reads:
	A party  shall,  in  a pleading  subsequent  to a statement of claim, plead specifically a fact or matter which ...


	if	not	pleaded	specifically, the opposite party by surprise

 might	take
II


2
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This approach, says the defendant is to be found clearly re-stated in Rule 13.10 (1) and (2) of the Supreme Court Rules, which read as follows:
	A pleading shall contain the necessary particulars of a fact or matter pleaded.


	Without limiting subrule (1), particulars shall be given if they are necessary to enable the opposite party to plead or to define the questions for trial or to avoid surprise at the trial."



In support of its application, the defendant cites Williams on Civil Procedure - Victoria (Williams). At p.2912, par I 13.11.100, the learned author says:

"... where a plaintiff has suffered damage of a kind which is not the necessary and immediate consequence of the wrongful act complained of, he must warn the defendant in the pleadings that the compensation claimed will extend to this damage and particularise any item of damage which is capable of substantially exact calculation, while at the same time giving the defendant access to the facts which make such calculation possible, thus showing him the case he has to meet and assisting him in computing a payment into court (or offer of compromise under Part 2 of Order 26 or a compromise offer under Part 3  of that Order). The  extent of this requirement is dictated not by any preconceived notions of what is general or special damage, but by the circumstances of the particular case:   Perestrello   E	companhia Limitada v United Pint Co Ltd  [1969] 3 All ER 479.:










.!l.
In	Dare v Pulham	(1982)	148 CLR  658,	the	High Court said at page 664:
"Pleadings and particulars have a number of functions: they furnish a statement of the case sufficiently clear to allow the other party a fair opportunity to meet it (Gould and Birbeck and Bacon v Mount oxide Mines Ltd (In liq.) ( [1916] 22 CLR 490, at
p.517;)	they	define	the	issues	for
decision in the litigation and thereby enable the relevance and admissibility of evidence to be determined at the trial (Miller v Cameron ( [1936] 54 CKR 572, at pp  576-577;) and they  give a defendant an understanding of a plaintiff's claim in aid of the defendant's right to make a payment into court."


The			defendant		submits	that	the   allegations		of   damage		in the		statement  of claim are  "very broad" and		do		not	go		to general    damages.			"The only possible matter that would be	relevant		to	general		damages,	in	the		context		of		a building case," argues the defendant, "is the question of whether ••• the plaintiff			(is)	entitled to ••• loss of profits from the date of termination."		The	matters of damage alleged are such as "can be said to be special". They				are,	says		the		defendant,		"matters		which			the plaintiff would have to plead in order to lead evidence relating to the trial, and they are matters which should be fully particularised so as to enable the defendant to prepare its case and consider the question of any payment in that it may wish to make." As to  paragraph  17  (b) and (c) of the request, the  defendant  argues  that  they relate to material facts which must be pleaded and particularised.

The defendant submits therefore that these are proper matters for particulars and seeks an order that they be provided within 14 days.
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The	plaintiff,	on	the	other	hand,	argues	that	the requests for particulars		relate to matters that go to general damages only and that the normal rule is that a party is not entitled to particulars of general damages. It says that, even were it wrong in this, then they are nevertheless not matters for particulars.	They should really be the subject-matter of interrogatories.

In G.W. Young  & Co.  Ltd  v  Scottish  Union  and  National Insurance co (1907) 24 TLR 73 (cited to me by the plaintiff), a policy of insurance did not cover loss by fire occasioned by earthquakes. The defendants pleaded that the loss was caused by earthquake and sought particulars as to the cause of a fire. It was held that "the   information   asked   for   was   not   the   proper   subject matter  for  particulars,  interrogatories  being   the   proper method    of    obtaining   the   information."     The plaintiffs in that case, in refusing to provide the particulars, argued that the distinction between what could be sought through a request for particulars and what was a proper matter for interrogatories is "very material" because, with regard to interrogatories, "the party interrogated could   avail   himself   of   privilege    in   refusing    to   answer, but he could not do so with particulars."

In Buckley LJ's opinion in that case, there is a II		very plain		line		of		demarcation		between		interrogatories			and particulars".				His		Lordship's		view		was	that			the "principle		underlying		particulars	are  given	in		order		to make	the	plaintiffs'			case	plain,	while	interrogatories, on  the  other	hand,		(are) to		assist			the   opposite	side, (and		therefore)	they (have) nothing to do with particulars.  If  the  information  (were)  obtained  by answers to  interrogatories,  the  plaintiff  could  defend himself on the ground of privilege, and he would not be precluded from giving  evidence  as  to  that  point  at  the trial" - see page 74 of the report. His Lordship
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considered that the case was one "where the proper way to obtain the information required would be by interrogatories and not by particulars, and, therefore, the appeal ought to be allowed."

The Lord Chief Justice in that case, at p 73, also held the view that interrogatories were the most suitable way of obtaining the information sought: ".•• the plaintiffs might not have exact information as to the cause of the fire, but they might have information equally trustworthy as to several causes. What were the plaintiffs to do in such a case? Were they bound to give all the causes suggested? That showed the difficulties in the way of proceeding in this matter by particulars. If the only particulars asked had been as to the date and time of the fire, ... they might have been allowed; but when information was asked as to the cause of the fire, the matter was one in which it would be very dangerous to proceed  by way of particulars.  such information  ought to be given in answer to interrogatories with the protection  they  afforded."  In his Lordship's  view, this case "was one .•. where the information which the defendants required should only be given with due regard to the plaintiffs' interests. There  would  be grave danger to the plaintiffs if the order for these particulars (were to) stand."

The plaintiff says that Young's case supports its reason for not answering questions 10 to 15 and 17  (in particular sub-paragraph (d) ) of the request for particulars and not providing the particulars sought.

The plaintiff also submits that the matter in par. 27 of the statement of claim were not necessary to be pleaded. It says that,		after	pleading  what  is in paragraph	26, paragraph	27	was	unnecessary.	In	paragraph	26,	the plaintiff pleads:
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"The plaintiff has suffered and is continuing to suffer loss and damage as a result of the defendant• s refusal to pay in accordance with the contract or at all, and/or the defendants unlawful termination or purported termination of the contract."


What the plaintiff is saying, in paragraph 27, argues its counsel, is: "look, because of the foregoing, I've suffered damages, and this is some indication as to the elements that are relevant to that question of damage."



The	plaintiff,	says	its
generous"  in its statement
 
Counsel, of claim.
 
has	been	"a	bit
It has "put the
defendant on notice on claiming general damages and (is) telling (it) that, because of what the contract involved and because of the way it was terminated, these are the various areas in which potentially" the plaintiff has suffered its general damages. They are, says the plaintiff's counsel, "matters for evidence" and are not matters for particulars.

In Mavroyeni v Erle (1970) VR 769 (another case cited to me by the plaintiff), the defendant sought particulars of the plaintiff's claim for loss of income.  It was held that "as it is the loss of earning capacity and not the loss of earnings which is the subject of a compensation, the loss in question was in the nature of general damages and was not a particular of special damages."  Similarly in this case, the plaintiff (says its Counsel)  is claiming loss which is in the nature of general damages and the same approach and principles apply.

The plaintiff argues that the answers which the defendant seeks will not "confine and define" the matters in issue
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because at	issue is the question of general damages.


In Bligh v Router (1968) QWN 9, the plaintiff,  inter alia, alleged that words spoken of  him  were  defamatory  and had "caused injury to his reputation both personally and in the way of his ... profession and otherwise caused
him loss and damage,11		The		defendant sought	particulars	of   this	injury.   what	"was	claimed		was	general	damage damages and for this reason the request for particulars thereof failed."
 in		that	case had It	was held	that and			not		special of the defendant

Claims in respect  of  loss  of  credit rating  and the  like says the plaintiff are similar to the alleged loss of reputation in Bligh v Router. They relate to matters of general damages, and thus should not be the subject of particulars.

In McGregor  on  Damages  (14th  Ed),  the  learned  author says, at page 21, par. 24, -
Contracts are concerned with the mutual rendering of benefits.  If  one party makes default in performing his side of the contract, then the basic loss to the other party is the market value of the benefit of which he has been deprived through the breach.  Put shortly, the plaintiff is entitled to compensation for the loss of his bargain.  This is what may best be called the normal measure of damages in contract,"


In  an   action  for  breach  of  contract,   the  property,   money or services which a party expected of  the  contract  and of which he has  been  deprived  by  the  breach  is  that  for which  he   is   entitled   to be compensated.	Other losses which are not the immediate  consequence  of  the  breach must be pleaded and particularised.
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In the present case, it seems to me that, were the plaintiff entitled to damages, its normal entitlement would be the loss of profits it has incurred since the termination of the contract. In a claim for breach of contract, such losses as it claims to have incurred as relate to the matters pleaded in paragraph 27 of the statement of claim and to the special situation it pleads in paragraph 29 of the statement of claim amount, it
seems to me, to special damages. position may be different.
 In tort, however, the

In Perestrello's	case (supra)	at	p.	485,	Lord	Donovan said:
"The plaintiffs' next submission is that without any amendment of their pleadings, beyond that already sanctioned by this court, they can lead evidence of their loss of expected profits with a view to recovering a sum in the region of 250,000 (pounds sterling) in accordance with the estimate in document 'A.2'. In short, they say that despite refusal of their main amendment the position is the same as though it had been made.  The basis of this submission is that damages recoverable for loss of profits would be general damages rather than special damages and that there is no obligation on a plaintiff to plead general damages beyond the words •and damages' appearing in the statement of claim."
"There is plenty of authority for the proposition that a plaintiff need not plead general damage; but since the expressions 'special damage' and
	special damages' are used in such a wide variety of meaning it is safer to approach this question by considering what a plaintiff is required to plead rather than what he is not."
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His Lordship continues referring to the English rules of court:
"The Rules of the Supreme court are of no direct assistance. R.s.c., ord,18 r. 7, requires that every pleading shall contain a summary of the material facts and by r. 12 (1): 'every pleading must contain the necessary  particulars  of any claim
•••' By r. 15 (1) 'A statement of claim must state specifically the relief or remedy .••• claimed, It follows that the necessity of pleading 'damage• (meaning injury) or 'damages' (meaning the amount claimed to be recoverable), if it arises at all, does so as an example of the general requirement of any statement of claim that it shall • ••• put the defendants on their guard and tell them what they have to meet when the case comes on for trial (per cotton,
L.J., in Philipps V Philipps
[ {1878}, 4 Q,B,D, 127 at p. 139,]
"Accordingly, if a plaintiff has suffered damage of a kind which is not the necessary and immediate consequence of the wrongful act, he must warn the defendant in the pleadings that the compensation claimed will extend to this damage, thus showing the defendant the case he has to meet and assisting him in computing a payment into court,

"The limits of this requirement are not dictated by any preconceived notions of what is general or special damage but by the circumstances of the particular case. 'The question to be decided does not depend on words, but is one of substance• (per BOWEN L,J,, in Ratcliffe v Evans
( [1892] 2 Q.B. 524 at p. 529; [1891-
94] All E.R. 699 at p. 702.)
"The same principle gives rise to a plaintiff's undoubted obligation to plead and particularise any itern of damage which represents out-of-pocket expenses, or loss of earnings, incurred prior to the trial, and which is capable of substantially
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exact	calculation.					such		damage	is commonly			referred				to		as			special damage		or			special		damages	but		is		no more  than  an example of	damage which is	'special'		in			the		sense		that fairness			to	the	defendant			requires that  it		be pleaded.

"The obligation to  particularise  in this latter  case  arises  not  because the nature of the loss is necessarily unusual, but because a plaintiff  who has the advantage  of  being  able  to base his claim on  a  precise calculation must give the defendant access to the facts which make such calculation possible.

"The	matter	is	clearly	stated		in MAYNE  AND MACGREGOR ON DAMAGES	(12th
Edn.,	1961)	in	para.	970,	where	the learned editors write:

'Special		damage			consists		in	all items		of			loss					which			must		be specified					by			[the			plaintiff] before				they			may			be		proved	and recovery			granted.						The basic test	of						whether		damage		is general				or				special	is		whether particularity			is			necessary		or useful			to warn		the defendant of the type of claim and evidence, or of the specific  amount  of claim, which he  will  be confronted with at the trial.'

"The			claim			which					the				present plaintiffs	now	seek	to			prove			is	one for		unliquidated	damages,			and		no question	of		special			damage			in		the sense		of	a		calculated		loss		prior		to trial  arises.				However,			if	the		claim is	one which		cannot		with justice be sprung on the  defendants  at  the  trial it requires to be pleaded so that the nature of that claim is disclosed.
As VISCOUNT DUNEDIN said in Admiralty Comrs. v. Susquehanna (Owners), the susauehanna (1926] A.C. 655 at p.
661;	(1926]	All	E.R.	Rep.	124	at	p.
127) :
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'If the damage be general, it	must		be		averred	that damage		has	been	suffered, the		quantification		of damage is a jury question.•
 then such but such

"What amounts to a sufficient averment for this purpose will depend on the facts of the particular case, but a mere statement that the plaintiffs claim 'damages• is not sufficient to let in evidence of a particular kind of loss which is not a necessary consequence of the wrongful act and of which the defendants are entitled to fair warning."

The			plaintiff's	claims		for	interest	on	overdraft facilities			or		as		to	the		incurring		of		debt		in		the purchasing of materials on credit for use in the contract or	as to		the	incurring	of		expenses	for	employees		and equipment, while they may be of such a nature as to be capable of affecting the profits the plaintiff would, but for		the	alleged	termination,	have	derived	from		the contract, nevertheless seem to me to fall into the class of monetary losses which are beyond general damages.	I make the same observations in the case of the plaintiff's claims in paragraph 29 of the statement of claim.

Further, the plaintiff has seen fit to include in paragraph 27 of the statement of claim, particulars  of the allegations of the loss and damage it alleges in paragraph 26.  Inasmuch   therefore as those particulars do not clearly set out the manner in which it is claimed that the matters there pleaded affect the damage  allegedly suffered, the defendant is, it seems to me, entitled to be fairly informed  of what is being alleged so that it can meet the claim, if possible, and not be taken by surprise
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Particulars are designed to narrow or clarify the issues in a proceeding. This seems to me to describe the purpose for which the further and better particulars have been sought here. What is alleged in paragraphs 27 and
29 of the statement of claim is more than mere surplusage. Those paragraphs contain references to areas in which the plaintiff has incurred damage of a kind over and above what amounts to general damages. To seek particulars of those claims does not, in my view, inquire into areas of evidence. What is sought are the material facts on which the plaintiff claims damages which fall outside of its right to general damage for breach of contract. This clearly applies to the matters in paragraphs 17 (b) and (c) of the request.

In Sticca's affidavit it is alleged, however, that the
particulars in paragraph 17 (b) and for	particulars	are	within	the defendant.
	 of the request knowledge	of	the


In paragraph 3 of his affidavit, Sticca says that what is referred to in paragraph 29 of the statement of claim are the same matters as are referred to in paragraph 23 (a) and (b) of the defendant's defence and counterclaim.
That document was filed on 30 September 1988. Earlier paragraphs of that document allege breaches of the building contract by the plaintiff and paragraph 23 (a) and (b) of the defence and counterclaim state:
"By reason of the said breaches and repudiation the defendant has suffered loss and damage.
PARTICULARS

	Cost of rectifying structural
	Structural steel
	Galvanised structural steel

 
steel:
$8,814.00
$4,494.00
	cost to re-let  the subject matter	of the agreement:-	$48,368.0011
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In paragraph 4 of sticca's affidavit, he says:
"To the best of Plaintiff's knowledge paragraph 29 of the Statement of Claim relates to the same matters as are referred to in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) of paragraph 23 of the Defence and counterclaim."

The argument	is
complete	the
 that "the		defendant	had	somebody	else contract"	and	has		already	provided
particulars of that. That, says the plaintiff, is the allegation made in paragraph 29 of the statement of claim and the particulars are known to the defendant.

At page 2901, paragraph I 13.10.15, Williams clearly states the principle that applies. The learned author says:
"Knowledge of the true facts on the part of the party applying for particulars is not a ground for refusing the particulars. The applicant is entitled to know the outline of the case that his opponent will try to make against him which may be something very different from the true facts of the case Palmos v Georgeson [1961] Qd R 186."


The plaintiff's counsel submits that what the plaintiff
is	saying	to	the	defendant	is terminated the contract, you put some complete	the		contract		until	I
 11(y)ou wrongfully people in there to get discovery of
documents
known	to
 from	you
me"."	He
 ,	precise
adds	that
 particulars	are
this	supports
 not
the
plaintiff's
if anything,
 contention that "this is a matter properly, for interrogatories which presumably will be
answered after discovery has been given."
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At	2909	of	Williams,	paragraph	I	13.11.20,	the	learned author says:
"An order will not be made for particulars when the court is satisfied that the party cannot give them: Higgins v Weekes, supra (1889)
5 TLR		238; Marshall	v Inter	Oceanic steam Yachting co (1885) l TLR 394. But when particulars are ordered they should				be			the		best			the	party			can give: Higgins v Weekes, supra.		Where the party	is unable		at		the time		to give	the		particulars				required,			an order			may				be		made				for		the		best particulars he can give, reserving to him		leave			to		serve			amended particulars					not		less				than a fixed time before trial."


I	order,	accordingly,	that  the plaintiff		provide further and  better	answers  to		paragraphs		10 -	15			(inclusive)		of the	defendant's		request	for	particulars.						As	to		the particulars		sought	in		paragraph	17	(b),			(c)	and (d) of the  request,			I  order  that  the plaintiff		provide the	best particulars			it	can give		and I	reserve to it leave to amend  those  particulars  before  trial.  I will  hear counsel on the  time  within  which  the  particulars  should be provided and as to paragraph 17 the time before trial  for amended particulars, if any, to be provided. The plaintiff will  pay  the  defendant's  costs  of  and incidental to the application.
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